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Updated: New version January 2021"Great way to learn Excel for Business Intelligence. Short
and precise, step by step instructions!"If you want to learn Business Intelligence software, if you
are looking for specific BI tool, or if you are trying to decide on your next new BI solution, you will
love Business Intelligence Clinic.One dataset, multiple solutions: Each book is about a different
BI software, and you will follow step-by-step instructions to create a professional sales
dashboard with the same friendly dataset.The BI Clinic series is suitable for everyone -
managers, analysts, students... - It will help you compare different Business Intelligence tools,
learn the basics, and select the best for your project, company, customers, or personal needs.In
this Create and Learn book, Excel Power Suite – Business Intelligence Clinic with more than 250
images, you will go through important topics of Microsoft Excel and its Power Suite (Power
Query, Data Model, and Power Pivot). You will learn how to get data, model your data, work with
visuals and reports, create a sales dashboard, and share your work with others.We will not go
into deep theories as the purpose of this book and all Create and Learn material is to make the
most of your time and to learn by doing.You will follow step-by-step instructions to create a
professional sales dashboard to help you rapidly increase your Excel Power Suite knowledge.I
hope this book will help you to start your journey in the Business Intelligence world and give you
the right tools to start building professional reports and dashboards using Microsoft Excel.Thank
you for creating and learning.Roger F. SilvaCheck the Business Intelligence Clinic seriesOne
dataset, multiple solutions:Power BI - Business Intelligence ClinicExcel Power Suite - Business
Intelligence ClinicTableau - Business Intelligence ClinicQlik - Business Intelligence Clinic



Excel Power SuiteBusiness Intelligence ClinicCreate and LearnRoger F. SilvaCopyright © 2018
by Roger F. Silva – Create and LearnAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the
publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other
non-commercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission requests, write to the publisher,
addressed “Attention: Permissions Coordinator,” at the address below.This book and any file or
link available are for educational and information purpose only, and the author does not accept
any responsibility for any liabilities resulting from the use of this information, files or software
mentioned in this material.Contents1. Introduction2. About this book3. Windows and Excel
System Requirements4. Important to know5. Get Started5.1. Business Intelligence and Excel
“Power Suite”5.2. Power Query (Get & Transform)5.3. Where is Power Query (Get &
Transform), and Power Pivot?5.4. The Business Intelligence Clinic Dataset6. Starting the
Dashboard: Get Data7. Data Model8. Creating (Power) PivotCharts8.1. Clustered Column8.2.
Doughnut Chart8.3. Line Chart8.4. Stacked Bar9. Creating (Power) Pivot Tables9.1.
PivotTable Revenue By Product Line9.2. PivotTable Revenue9.3. PivotTable Gross Margin9.4.
PivotTable Countries10. Linking Data11. Creating Special Visuals11.1. Treemap11.2. Field
Map12. Slicer and Timeline13. Setup Printing14. Sharing online15. Final
wordsIntroductionDear Reader,The Business Intelligence Clinic series will help you to explore
various Business Intelligence (BI) solutions.Each book is about a different BI tool, and you will
follow step-by-step instructions to create a professional sales dashboard with the same friendly
dataset. The BI Clinic series will help you to compare different Business Intelligence tools, learn
the basics, and select the best for your project, company, customers, or personal needs.In this
Create and Learn book: Excel Power Suite – Business Intelligence Clinic, you will you go through
important topics of Microsoft Excel and its Power Suite (Power Query, Data Model, and Power
Pivot) a powerful set of Business Intelligence tools. You will learn how to get data from external
sources, model your Data, work with visuals and reports, create a sales dashboard, and share
your work with others.We will not go into deep theories as the purpose of this book and all
Create and Learn material is to make the most of your time and learn by doing.I hope this book
will help you to start your journey in the Business Intelligence world and give you the right tools
to start building professionals reports and dashboards using Microsoft Excel and its Power
Suite.Thank you for creating and learning.Roger F. Silvarogerfsilva1@gmail.comAbout this
bookIn the Business Intelligence click series every book will use a specific Business Intelligence
solution with the goal to create, step-by-step, a Global Sales Dashboard, allowing the reader to
learn how to use multiple tools, and methods. In this book, Excel Power Suite – Business
Intelligence Clinic, the main points touched are:1- Use Excel Power Suite (Power Query, Data
Model, and Power Pivot).2- Manipulate images, objects, and charts.3- Create custom



calculations using DAX (Data Analysis Expressions).4- Create and configure Timelines.5-
Create and configure Slicers.6- Create and edit Power Pivots, and Power Charts.7- Create
special charts from formulas linked to Power Pivot.8- Advanced charts formatting.9- Share
online, and setup printing.More Create and Learn books :Windows and Excel System
RequirementsPowerPivot is NOT currently available for Mac and iOS, only for Microsoft
Windows.To get the most out of this book, you need to have an Excel version with Power Query
(Get & Transform), and PowerPivot. If you don’t have one, you can download a one-month free
trial and use the trial version to follow this book:If you need the trial version, you can download in
the Microsoft website or try this link: https://products.office.com/en-us/tryYou will need:Windows
operating system: Windows 7 or laterOne of the following Microsoft Excel on Windows operating
system:Latest trial version: https://products.office.com/en-us/tryOffice 365 subscription- All
versions that include Desktop versions of Excel for WindowsOffice Professional 2019Office
Home & Business 2019Office Home & Student 2019Office 2016 Professional Plus (available via
volume licensing only)Office 2013 Professional PlusExcel 2013 standaloneExcel 2016
standaloneThe Microsoft Excel version used in this book is the 365 MSO (16.0.11425.20200).If
you have any extra question on compatibility, go to Microsoft page or Google Where is Power
Pivot?.Important to knowFew points are essential to have in mind once you start to work through
this book:Power Query and Power Pivot are powerful tools from Excel, and demands good
processing capability, it works better in a 64-bit version.Here is the version that I used in this
book. I used the 32-bit to ensure that every exercise would run smoothly in the slowest
version.Save your files! Although I did not have any problem during the creation of this book, it is
rightly recommendable to save your files as you proceed.Microsoft is constantly updating
Microsoft Excel. Although icons or places can change you should be good to use this book if you
have a compatible version.Get StartedBusiness Intelligence and Excel “Power Suite”The main
goal of Business Intelligence is to help people and companies make better decisions, and
according to Wikipedia, business intelligence is a set of methodologies, processes,
architectures, and technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information
used to enable more effective strategic, tactical, and operational insights and decision-
making.Until recently, Business Intelligence solutions were aimed at Enterprise-level BI, with
complex and costly products, and most of it was done by IT professionals.Nowadays, you can
find a range of BI solutions, and Excel Power Suite can be a great help. These solutions allow
salespeople, analysts, managers and a variety of professionals to get data, model the data,
create visualizations and share them.Power Query for Excel is a data connection technology
that allows users to get data from multiple sources, combine and refine it. Once the data is
available the user can use Data Model and PowerPivot to create data models, set relationships,
and create calculations.This powerful combination of Power Query, Data Model, and PowerPivot
is called Excel “Power Suite” and it makes Excel a viable choice as Business Intelligence tool,
allowing users to get millions of rows of data, model the data, build relationships, create custom
calculations, create reports, dashboards and visualizations.5.2. Power Query (Get &



Transform)Power Query can be downloaded for Excel 2010 and 2013, and since Excel 2016
version, the name Power Query has changed to Get & Transform.Most users still prefer the
name Power Query once the previous add-in is still widespread worldwide and is still part of
Power BI software. So, don’t worry if you see both names Power Query and Get & Transform in
use across the web and in this book.5.3. Where is Power Query (Get & Transform), and
Power Pivot?In the recent versions, Power Query was renamed to Get & Transform, and it
comes already installed in the Data tab.Most of times Power Pivot need to be activated, follow
the instructions below if you cannot see the Power Pivot tab.Click on File tab.Select Options.Go
to Add-ins, Manage, select the option COM Add-ins and click on Go…Make sure you have
checked the options Power Pivot for Excel. Then click OK. If you have other versions of the
Power Pivot add-in installed, those versions are also listed in the COM Add-ins list. Be sure to
select the Power Pivot add-in for Excel.The ribbon now has a Power Pivot tab.5.4. The
Business Intelligence Clinic DatasetThe Business Intelligence Clinic dataset is a friendly, easy-
to-read set of four tables containing the high-level sales information from a fictitious company
and they will be used in every BI Clinic book.These are the tables you will find:Sales: Contains
the main sales data in a three-year range.Region: Contains countries and regions where the
company operates.SalesManager: Contains the sales manager’s names by country.Dates:
Contains the dates and group of dates.Starting the Dashboard: Get DataWith Microsoft Excel
you can connect different data sources and types. You can use from basic sources such as CSV
files and spreadsheets, Databases, till online services such as Azure.6.1.1. Visit the address
createandlearn.net/bifiles and download the SalesData.xlsx . This file contains the data that you
will use to create the Sales Dashboard.6.1.2. If it asks for a password, type: bifiles6.1.3.
Open Microsoft Excel go to New and click on Blank workbook.6.1.4. Go to Data tab, Get
Data, From File, and select From Workbook.6.1.5. Select the file SalesData.xlsx saved from
the website and click on Import.6.1.6. The Navigator view will show the options to be loaded
in the spreadsheet.6.1.7. Check the box Select multiple items. Then, Select the four tabs
available Dates, Region, Sales, and Sales Manager.6.1.8. Click on the Load Arrow, to show
more options, and select Load To… Note: If we choose the Load option, the data will be loaded
directly in the spreadsheet. But we need this to be available in the data model, so we can access
any time we want. We will see how it works further.6.1.9. The Import Data window will
appear. Select Only Create Connection, and check the box Add this data to the Data Model.
Then, click OK.6.1.10. Excel will create four configurable queries that can be accessed by
going to Data tab and clicking on Queries & Connections.6.1.11. Go to File tab and click on
Save As. Save the file as Sales Dashboard – Create and Learn. The, click Save.6.1.12. Go to
Queries & Connections, right-click the query Dates, and click on Edit.6.1.13. The Power Query
Editor window will open. This editor displays the data in the query and allows transformations in
a friendly environment.6.1.14. To create a new column that will show only the year, select the
column FullDate by clicking once on the column title. Then, go to Add Column tab, Date, option
Year, and select Year.6.1.15. To create a column that will show the date as the start of the



month, select the column FullDate, go to Add Column tab, Date, option Month, and select Start
of Month.6.1.16. Go to Add Column tab and click on Custom Colum.6.1.17. In the New
column name, type FY. This custom column will read the FullDate column and show the financial
year starting on July 1st of each year.6.1.18. In the Custom column formula area, type the
formula= if Date.Month([FullDate])>6then Date.Year([FullDate])+1else
Date.Year([FullDate])Then, click OK.
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DAS, “First time using Excel Power Suite. Last year I bought the Power BI book from the same
series, and now I bought the Excel Power Suite. Both uses the same data and have a step-by-
step guide on a creation of a Dashboard. It was my first time using Power Query and Power
Pivot, and I loved it! Easy to follow guides, packed with images, good for starters.”

Rejane, “Great book to start. Great book to start either, Power Query and Power Pivot.This book
show through step-by-step how to start using the Power Suite. I could build an entire Dashboard
with no problem.”

Teresa, “Not for beginners.. Ok information for the price of this quick read. However, the pages
kept falling out and the information was a little dated for older software”

Robin, “Great hands-on approach. As with the Power BI book in the series, this is a great way to
get started right away building a dashboard. It helps you put a lot of the pieces together by this
hands-on approach.I followed the instructions in each of these two books before taking an online
course. It made the online courses much easier because I had a better idea of where the pieces
fit and how to build the end product. With these two books, a couple of short online courses,
and a project or two, I passed the two tests required for an MCSA in BI Reporting.”

The book by Roger F. Silva has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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